END QUANTITY PRICING • LOW 75 PIECE MINIMUM

Gourmet Jelly Beans
Small (SSLS-GJB) - 5.61 (R)
Large (SSL-L-GJB) - 8.16 (R)

HERSHEY’S® Everyday Mix
Small (SSL-HEM) - 5.79 (R)
Large (SSL-HEM) - 6.95 (R)

Chocolate Covered Almonds
Small (SSLS-CDA) - 3.50 (R)
Large (SSL-L-CDA) - 5.00 (R)

Swedish Fish® - Red
Small (SSLS-RSF) - 3.18 (R)
Large (SSL-L-RSF) - 7.12 (R)

HERSHEY’S® KISSES®
Small (SSL-HKS) - 5.45 (R)
Large (SSL-L-HKS) - 6.71 (R)

Skittles®
Small (SSLS-SKT) - 2.98 (R)
Large (SSL-L-SKT) - 7.12 (R)

Jelly Beans - assorted
Small (SSL-JBN) - 2.70 (R)
Large (SSL-L-JBN) - 5.79 (R)

HERSHEY’S® KISSES®
Small (SSL-HKS) - 5.45 (R)
Large (SSL-L-HKS) - 6.71 (R)

M&M’s®
Small (SSLS-MNM) - 5.55 (R)
Large (SSL-L-MNM) - 7.99 (R)

Sour Patch® Kids
Small (SSLS-SPK) - 2.69 (R)
Large (SSL-L-SPK) - 6.37 (R)

Packed fresh in our FDA approved and SQF certified factory

Visit us today at midnitesnax.com

* Freight, setups and other charges may apply. End quantity pricing cannot be combined with any other offer or promotion. Shipping coolers and expedited shipping may be needed for chocolate fills if temperature exceeds 70 degrees. Mention promo code TTBTW on purchase order to receive discount. Valid on new orders only. Offer Expires 7/31/2020.